Tallahassee Food and Drink
Review by T. Mareci, fall 2001
Specifically around the University of Minnesota

Food and Drink (No Chains Stores!); Rating system, more m's the better

Just good food (some recommended by not yet reviewed)

Barnacle Bill's Seafood Restaurant
1830 N. Monroe St.
seafood
Rating: mmmm

Buckhead Brewery and Grill
1900 N. E. Capital Circle
steaks and microbrew
Rating: ?

Carlo's Cuban Cafe
402 E. Tennessee St.
Cuban
Rating: ?

Chou's Dynasty
3507 S. Maclay Blvd.
Chinese
Rating: ?

Gordo's
1907 W. Pensacola St.
Cuban
Rating: mmmm

Jim and Milt's
1923 W. Pensacola St.
Bar-B-Q
Rating: ?

Cafe di Lorenzo
1002 N. Monroe St.
Italian
Rating: ?

Rice Bowls
3813 N. Monroe St.
Vietnamese
Rating: ?

Tiny Register's Highway 20 Bar-B-Q
4979 W. Pensacola St.
Bar-B-Q
Rating: mm

San Miguel
200 W. Tharpe St.
Mexican
Rating: ?

Los Compadres
2102 W. Pensacola ST.
Mexican
Rating: ?

Morelia Mexican Dining
1400 Village Square Blvd.
Mexican
Rating: ?

Paradize Grill and Bar
1406 Meridian Rd.
seafood
Rating: ?

Samrat Indian
2529 Apalachee Pky.
Indian cuisine
Rating: mmm

Other food and drink locations of interest

Hopkin's Eatery
1415 Market St.
sandwiches
Rating: ?
Coffee worth drinking

Aristotle's Coffee Garage
1935 W. Tennessee St.
Rating: mmmm

Money when you need it in Tallahassee

North Florida Education Credit Union
440 N. Monroe St.
(ATM machine)